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Abstract

With the proliferation of various electronic and electrical devices, IEMI has become
a critical issue that may severely threaten the modern society. For practical protec-
tion considerations, it is crucial to comprehensively evaluate the potential damages
resulted by IEMI. The major objective of this thesis is to study the impacts of IEMI
on the targeted load in complex networks. More exactly, with respect to certain
IEMI, the characteristics of the resulting frequency response on the targeted load
are studied, and the effects of network configurations, i.e., the attribute of load
impedances, lengths of lines, parameters of disturbance source, location of source
and network structures, are also investigated.

First, we developed a novel efficient method to solve the frequency response,
which is applicable for arbitrary networks. The key idea is decomposing the whole
complex network into multiple equivalent units, and performing a recursive ap-
proach to efficiently compute the frequency response without losing the precision.

Subsequently, we studied the periodicity of the load response in the frequency
domain. Starting with a simple network, we derived and verified the period of
the frequency response. During the study, the periodicity with respect to load
(frequency-independent or frequency-dependent) and media (lossless, low-loss, in-
termediately lossy, and significantly lossy) was discussed.

Furthermore, with respect to five important time-domain norms, i.e., time-
domain peak, total signal energy, peak signal power, peak time rate of change,
and peak time integral of the pulse, we considered a parameterized ultra wideband
(UWB) transient as the disturbance source, and thoroughly studied its impacts on
the targeted load regarding network configurations, which include load impedance,
the lengths of lines and parameters of the UWB transient.

Finally, we adopted a statistical approach to investigate the receptivity at the
targeted load in a network. Via complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF), the stochastic IEMI and its effects on the targeted load were studied. This
work is motivated by the scenarios of stochastic injection of IEMI signals, where
assessing the potential damages in a deterministic manner is not viable. Moreover,
by statistical approach, we also investigated how the network structure affects the
frequency response of the targeted load. The results give suggestions on how to
protect the targeted load by varying network structures.
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Sammanfattning

Med spridningen av olika elektroniska och elektriska enheter har IEMI blivit en
kritisk fråga som kan allvarligt hota det moderna samhället. För praktiska sky-
ddsåtgärder är det avgörande att ordentligt utvärdera potentiella skador sprungna
ur IEMI. Huvudsyftet med denna avhandling är att studera effekterna av IEMI på
system i komplexa nätverk som utsätts för störningar. Mer exakt, med avseende
på viss IEMI, studeras egenskaperna hos det resulterande frekvenssvaret hos dessa
system samt effekterna av olika nätverkskonfigurationer, dvs. parametrarna för
nätverkets olika impedanser, kabellängderna, störningskällans parametrar och plats
samt olika nätverksstrukturer.

Först utvecklade vi en ny och effektiv metod för att erhålla frekvenssvaret,
vilket kan tillämpas på godtyckliga nätverk. Grundtanken är att dela upp hela
det komplexet nätverket i flera likvärdiga enheter och, utan förlorad precisionen,
använda ett rekursivt tillvägagångssätt för att effektivt beräkna frekvenssvaret.

Därefter studerade vi periodiciteten hos systemens frekvenssvar i frekvensdomä-
nen. Från ett enkelt nätverk härledde vi och verifierade perioden av frekvenss-
varet. I undersökningen diskuterades periodiciteten med avseende på belastningen
(frekvensoberoende eller frekvensberoende) och material (förlustfritt, låga förluster,
medelförluster samt signifikanta förluster).

Vidare, med avseende på fem viktiga normer i tidsdomänen (dvs. toppvärde,
total signalenergi, maximal signaleffekt, maximal tidsderivata samt maximal tidsin-
tegral av pulsen) studerades grundligt effekterna av en bredbandig (UWB) störn-
ingskällas inverkan på det attackerade systemet med avstamp i nätverkskonfigura-
tioner, lastens impedans, kabellängderna samt störningskällans parametrar.

Slutligen antog vi en statistisk metodik för att undersöka mottagligheten hos det
attackerade systemet i nätverket. Via en komplementär kumulativ fördelningsfunk-
tion (CCDF), studerades en stokastisk störningskälla och dess effekter på systemet
i fråga. Detta arbete motiveras av scenarierna för stokastisk injektion av IEMI-
signaler, där det inte är genomförbart att på ett deterministiskt sätt bedöma poten-
tiella skador. Dessutom, med denna metodik undersökte vi också hur nätverksstruk-
turen påverkar frekvenssvaret hos det påverkade systemet. Resultaten ger förslag
på hur man kan skydda systemet genom att ändra nätverksstrukturen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Intentional Electromagnetic Interference – IEMI

IEMI is a relatively new issue that has appeared in the last twenty years. IEC
Standard 61000-2-13 [1] gives the definition of it: “IEMI is the intentional mali-
cious generation of EM energy introducing noise or disturbances into electric and
electronic systems, thus disrupting, confusing or damaging these systems for ter-
rorist or criminal purposes.” According to IEEE Standard 1642-2015 [2], there are
two major categories of IEMI signals: narrowband and wideband. The waveform
of a narrowband signal is in a very narrow frequency band, as shown in Fig 1.1.
The waveform of a wideband signal is in a very wide frequency band, as shown in
Fig 1.2.

There are mainly two ways to deliver the two categories of EM energy to the sys-
tems: radiated and conducted. For radiated fields, the frequency range of interest is
usually above 100 MHz. For conducted voltages (currents), there are two modes for
signals propagating along cables: CM and DM (both can exist at the same time).
For CM signals, the frequency range of interest is mainly below 10 MHz. However,
for DM signals, due to less attenuation, the frequency range of interest could be up
to 1 GHz (or more).

In this thesis, we consider both narrowband and wideband signals, in the form
of conducted disturbances, differentially injected into networks, where TEM (quasi-
TEM) is the main mode of wave propagation.

Theoretical Basis

The theoretical analysis in this thesis is mainly based on TL theory. The derivation
from Maxwell’s Equations to Telegrapher’s Equations [4] is given as follows, which
is made in the frequency domain, with an assumed time dependence of ejωt. As
shown in Fig. 1.3, a TL model, in Cartesian coordinates, consisting of two wires is

1
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Section 2 
IEMI Environments and Sources 

 
 
2.1 IEMI Environment Terminology 
 
In order to understand the threats to electronic equipment, it is necessary to understand 
the different types of electromagnetic environments that can be produced and that can 
create operational problems for exposed equipment.  There are two major categories of 
EM environments of concern:  narrowband and wideband.  There are also two major 
ways for this energy to be delivered to a system: radiated and conducted. 
 
A narrowband waveform as shown in Figure 2-1 is nearly a single frequency (typically a 
bandwidth of less than 1% of the center frequency) of power delivered over a fixed time 
frame (from 100 nanoseconds to microseconds).  For experiments performed on 
equipment where vulnerabilities have been noted due to radiated fields, frequencies 
between 0.3 and 3 GHz seem to be of most concern.  Of course higher and lower 
frequencies may also cause problems with system performance, especially if a system 
resonance is found (very small handheld equipment may have resonances at frequencies 
higher than 3 GHz).  Also, some environments in this category include modulation of the 
sine waves, shifting frequencies and repetitive applications.  This category of radiated 
threat is often referred to as high power microwaves (HPM), although this term is used 
loosely to include frequencies outside of the microwave range.  We prefer to use the term 
narrowband as it is technically accurate and does not depend on the strength of the 
source. 
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Figure 2-1. Example of narrowband waveform and spectrum 

 Figure 1.1: Waveform of narrowband signal (adapted from [3])
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A wideband waveform (sometimes referred to as ultrawideband – UWB) is usually one in
which a time domain pulse is delivered, often in a repetitive fashion.  The term 
“wideband” indicates that the energy in the waveform is produced over a substantial 
frequency range relative to the “center frequency”.  Of course many pulse waveforms do 
not have an explicit center frequency, and more precise definitions have been developed 
by the IEC to divide the wideband category into several subcategories.  Figure 2-2 
illustrates a simple example of a wideband pulse.

Peaks at 840 MHz
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One cycle at f = 1 GHz

Source: IEC Standard 61000-2-13
Figure 2-2. Example of wideband waveform and spectrum

As described in a paper by Giri and Tesche [16] and published in IEC 61000-2-13, it has 
been suggested that four terms be used to describe the bandwidths of wideband 
waveforms – hypoband, mesoband, sub-hyperband and hyperband.  These terms have 
been defined based on the bandratio (ratio of high and low frequencies containing 90% of 
the energy) with values of <1.01, 1.01 – 3, 3 – 10, and >10, respectively.  Figure 2-3 
illustrates these four categories and their relationship to bandwidth formulas.  Figure 2-4 
illustrates how these bandratios are evaluated. 

Figure 1.2: Waveform of wideband signal (adapted from [3])
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Figure 1.3: A two-wire TL model

considered for the derivation. EM waves propagate along the TL. We here assume
that the two wires are perfect conductors and that they are identical. The distance
between them is d, which is electrically large compared with the radius of wires
and is electrically small compared with the wavelength. In addition, the medium
between the wires is lossless.

The line integral in the derivation is along x axis and contour C in the coun-
terclockwise direction, and the area integral is over S in −y direction. V (x) is the
voltage between the two wires at a position x. I (x) and −I (x) are the currents in
Wire 1 and Wire 2 at a position x, respectively.

We start with Maxwell’s Equation (Faraday’s Law of Induction)

∇× ~E = −jω~B. (1.1)

Using Stokes’ Theorem ∫
C

~E · d~l =
∫∫
S

∇× ~E · d~S,

(1.1) is converted to ∫
C

~E · d~l = −jω
∫∫
S

~B · d~S. (1.2)

According to counter C in the figure, (1.2) can be calculated in Cartesian coor-
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dinates, and we can obtain∫ x+∆x

x

Ex (x, 0)dx+
∫ d

0
Ez (x+ ∆x, z)dz +

∫ x

x+∆x
Ex (x, d)dx

+
∫ 0

d

Ez (x, z)dz = jω
∫ d

0

∫ x+∆x

x

By (x, z)dxdz.
(1.3)

For perfect conductors, ~E field along the direction of conductor is zero due to
boundary conditions, i.e., Ex (x, 0) = 0 and Ex (x, d) = 0. Thus, we have∫ d

0
[Ez (x+ ∆x, z)− Ez (x, z)] dz = jω

∫ d

0

∫ x+∆x

x

By (x, z)dxdz.

As we know, V (x) can be calculated by −
∫ d

0 E (x, z)dz. Therefore, when ∆x→
0, we have

dV (x)
dx = −jω

∫ d

0
By (x, z)dz. (1.4)

Assuming that L is the per-unit-length inductance of the TL, we have

φ (x) =
∫ d

0
By (x, z)dz = LI (x) ,

where φ (x) is the magnetic flux.
Finally, (1.4) is converted to

dV (x)
dx + jωLI (x) = 0, (1.5)

which is First Telegrapher’s Equation.
The second Telegrapher’s Equation can be similarly derived from Maxwell’s

Equation (Ampère’s circuital law)

∇× ~B = µ~J + jωµε~E,

where µ and ε are the permeability and permittivity of the medium between two
wires, respectively.

The expression for the second Telegrapher’s Equation is

dI (x)
dx + jωCV (x) = 0, (1.6)

where C is the per-unit-length capacitance.
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Defining Z = jωL and Y = jωC as the per-unit-length impedance and admit-
tance of the TL, then (1.5) and (1.6) can be written as

dV (x)
dx + ZI (x) = 0

dI (x)
dx + Y V (x) = 0

. (1.7)

With a lumped voltage source and/or current source excitation on a finite ter-
minated TL, the zeros on the right sides of (1.7) are replaced by source terms.
When focusing on the load responses in the frequency domain, as a solution, the
BLT equation can be used.

It is worth mentioning that, as key parameters in the BLT equation and im-
portant parameters for the subsequent analysis, the propagation constant γ and
characteristic impedance Zc are respectively given as

γ =
√
ZY = jω

√
LC = jω√µε = jω

v

and

Zc =
√
Z

Y
=
√
L

C
,

where v = 1
√
µε

is the wave velocity.

Other details of BLT equation are expanded upon in Chapter 2.

1.2 State of Art

Propagation Characteristic of IEMI Signals

Among all types of EM signals, IEMI is a category of high power EM disturbances,
which are potentially tremendous threats to the modern society [5, 6]. To be more
precise, strong interferences or severe damages may be the result to the critical
electronic system, due to the intentional injection of EM energy [7]. Thus, from
the perspective of protection or maintenance for key electronics in the power-line
network (or similar networks), it is crucial to investigate the impact of IEMI and
potential detrimental consequences.

Prior to investigating the impact of IEMI signals on loads in networks, it is essen-
tial to understand its propagation characteristics. In [8], the propagation of IEMI
signals along power/communication cables was comprehensively studied, where the
attenuation and distortion of the IEMI caused by lossy media were particularly
investigated. In [9], experimental and simulated results regarding the propaga-
tion issue of IEMI disturbance were presented, and several important insights for
precisely modeling the propagation along real cabling scenarios were summarized.
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Based on experimental results, it is shown in [10], that the input impedances of
critical equipments, e.g., computers, are frequency dependent at high frequencies.
In [11], a statistical method was used for estimating the level of spurious signals on
a low voltage power-line network, and the impact of geometry of cable bundle and
variability of loads was studied. Moreover, applying full-wave TL theory, the prop-
agation of current pulses along a quasi-periodical thin-wire structure was studied
in [12].

IEMI Signal and Its Impact

In the past few years, numerous efforts have been devoted to the study regarding
IEMI and its impacts. Note that, the impact evaluation of EM field coupling to TL
is critical for EMC [13]. Using the proposed IEMI-cube for vulnerability assessment,
it was revealed that a comprehensive impact evaluation of IEMI is necessary and
beneficial [14]. In the presence of IEMI, the susceptibility levels for security or
safety critical applications, e.g., personal computers, were studied in [15], where the
mode stirred chamber technique was applied. In wireless communication systems
with critical information, the detrimental impacts of high-power EMI on the device
characteristics of RF amplifiers and digital modulations were investigated in [16],
and several interesting but crucial insights were concluded for devising wireless
communication systems. In the recent work [17], the robustness of base station
receiver against IEMI was comprehensively studied, where three distinct interfering
mechanisms were analyzed and discussed. In [18], the potential susceptibility of
Swedish railway network was studied. To develop efficient communication-based
train control systems, authors in [19] presented an EMC analysis technique based on
the classification of transient EM disturbances, and investigated its potential effects
on the Global System for Mobile communication – Railways (GSM-R). Another
work related to secure GSM-R can be found in [20,21], where a specific approach was
developed for detecting and recognizing the category of EM attacking signals. In
[22], the classification of IEMI threats, critical infrastructures analysis, and methods
for simulations and measurements in complex environments were discussed. For
complex scenarios, the methodologies for modeling IEMI and analyzing its effects
on critical infrastructures were investigated [23–25].

The UWB source, which can be used as IEMI disturbance, is a class of HPEM
signals, which has often limited energy but produces a very short transient in
the time domain. For instance, in [26], with the lest squares method and Nelder
Mead simplex algorithm, jointly, parameter estimation for UWB double exponen-
tial pulses was elaborated. In the presence of UWB interference, the susceptibility
of micro-controllers was investigated in [27] by using a statistical method. Due
to the development of TL theory, the feasibility of its application for UWB has
attracted massive attention, and significant progress has been achieved in the past
few years. For measuring the conducted HPEM signals in the TL scenario, several
related methods and procedures were comprehensively summarized and discussed
in [28]. In the low-voltage power network of a building, the propagation of UWB
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transients was studied in [29, 30]. According to the experimental results, several
suggestions regarding socket and switch installations were presented to reduce the
risk of IEMI.

Calculation Method for Frequency Response

One approach to calculate the frequency response is via the transfer function from
the excitation source to the designated load, which can be obtained by establishing
an overall model of broadband power-line communication network [31–35]. How-
ever, this method is only applicable locally for the targeted load, i.e., it cannot
simultaneously obtain the frequency responses at other terminals. Furthermore,
from the perspective of computational complexity, this method tends to be difficult
for manipulation, since a tremendously large number of equations will be involved.
In [36], an improved method for computing the transfer function was proposed by
considering multiple dominant propagation paths between the transmitter and the
receiver, where a recursive model was applied. Despite that the proposed method
takes multiple reflections between junctions into account, the accuracy relies on
the selected number of propagation paths for computation, and its application is
limited to the point-to-point scenario. For two-port networks, a power-line channel
model was established in [37], where the frequency responses of targeted load is
obtained by applying the connection between branch admittance matrix and node
admittance matrix.

In the EMC community, the BLT equation proposed by Baum, Liu and Tesche
[38,39] is an important technique for computing the frequency response in a power-
line network. More exactly, via the scattering matrix and propagation matrix of the
TL network, EM waves leaving and entering junctions, and the wave propagation
along tubes are reflected in the BLT equation. Based on the BLT equation, signif-
icant progress has been achieved for characterizing the receptivity of loads in the
power-line network [4,40,41]. However, for complex power-line networks, the major
challenge of applying the BLT-based computation method lies in the tractability,
since multiple junctions or branches not only produce a complicated superposition
of waves, but also, potentially, result in large-size matrices for characterizing the
network.

1.3 Motivation and Aims

With the rapid development of various electrical and electronic devices in modern
society, a variety of loads with different characteristics are directly connected to
networks, e.g., power-line networks, Ethernet, etc. [42, 43]. Due to the tendency
of highly integrated, digital and high-frequency operations, those devices become
more vulnerable to EM disturbances, particularly when critical devices in networks
are the potential attack targets by the IEMI.

In this thesis, we aim to investigate the characteristics of the frequency responses
of loads in multiple junction networks, and comprehensively analyze the effects of
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Chapter 2 (Paper [1])
Proposed Numerical Method

Chapter 3 (Paper [2])
Periodicity of Frequency Responses

Chapter 4 (Paper [3] and [6])
Effect of Load Impedances, Lengths of Lines, 

and Parameters of UWB Source

Effect of Network Configurations on 
Targeted Load

Chapter 5 (Paper [2], [4], [5], and [7])
Effect of Location of Disturbance Source and 

Network Structure

Figure 1.4: Relations of papers presented in this thesis

network configurations, including network structures, load impedances, lengths of
lines, parameters of time-domain disturbance source and location of IEMI source,
on the load responses with respect to the IEMI. Moreover, as a means of research,
we also aim to develop an efficient and accurate numerical method for network
simulations.

1.4 Outline of Thesis

This thesis, including six chapters, are written mainly based on Paper [1] to [7].
The relations between the papers are shown in Fig. 1.4.

In Chapter 2, an efficient numerical method for computing the frequency re-
sponses of loads in complex networks is proposed and the accuracy is confirmed
with commercial software (Paper [1]).

Chapter 3 reveals the periodicity of frequency responses of loads, in the fre-
quency domain, and the reasons behind are discussed (Paper [2]).

In Chapter 4, the impact evaluation of network configurations, including load
impedances, lengths of lines and parameters of disturbance source, on loads is
performed, by five time-domain norms (Paper [3] and [6], where Paper [6] is a
preliminary study leading up to Paper [3]).

In Chapter 5, the effects of network configurations, including location of
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disturbance source and network structures, are analyzed, based on a statistical
approach (Paper [2], [4], [5] and [7], where Paper [5] is a preliminary study
leading up to Paper [2], and Paper [7] is a preliminary study leading up to
Paper [4]).

Finally, in Chapter 6, the presented works are summarized and suggestions
for future work are given.

1.5 Author’s Contribution

The author of this thesis is responsible for Paper [1] to [7]. The ideas for Pa-
per [1], the first part of Paper [2], part of Paper [3] and part of Paper [4] were
proposed by the author. The proposed calculation method and algorithm were de-
veloped by the author. The coding work, simulations and writing of papers were
performed by the author. The entire work was supervised by Assoc. Prof. Daniel
Månsson.





Chapter 2

Numerical Method for Network
Simulations with Regard to IEMI

2.1 Introduction

As the complexity of networks grows, e.g., networks with arbitrary number of junc-
tions and/or branches, as shown in Fig. 2.1, the diversity of network configurations
is significantly boosted, due to the factors such as different lengths of lines, load
impedances and characteristic impedances of lines, etc.

Despite that the classic BLT equation by Thévenin transformation or nodal anal-
ysis of voltages (currents) can be used for computing the transmission networks (see
Chapter 7.6, [4] and [38]), it is however practically inconvenient when the network
is complex. To compute the frequency responses, super matrices are required for
the classic BLT equation, where the dimension of the matrices is determined by
the number of segments of the network. In this sense, the computational com-
plexity, i.e., time complexity (running time for operations) and space complexity
(memory space for information storage), is significantly increased when the network
tends complex. Thus, it is rather challenging to efficiently calculate the frequency
responses of loads in networks with high complexity.

To address this difficulty, we develop a novel numerical method to efficiently
compute the frequency responses of loads in arbitrary networks. The proposed
method is validated via simulations based on the commercial software EMEC [44].

In this chapter, In represents the n× n identity matrix, diag(∗) is the diagonal
matrix, adiag(∗) is the anti-diagonal matrix, and [∗]T is the matrix transpose.

2.2 The BLT Equation

Considering the network shown in Fig. 2.1a, the BLT equation [39] can be used
to compute the frequency responses. We denote a length of line, a propagation
constant, a characteristic impedance, and load impedances by L, γ, Zc, Zi (i = 1, 2),

11
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Figure 2.1: Different types of networks. (a) Two loads without junction; (b) Four
loads with one junction; (c) Four loads with two junctions; (d) Eleven loads with
five junctions; (e) Fifteen loads with seven junctions; and, (f) Fifteen loads with
seven junctions with different excitation position;
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Figure 2.2: The network of Fig. 2.1a.

respectively. The excitation source consisting of lumped voltage source Vs and
lumped current source Is is located away from the left load Z1 with distance of
xs (see Fig. 2.2). According to Paper [1], the matrix representation of frequency
responses, i.e., V = [V1, V2]T (where V1 and V2 denote the frequency responses of
load 1 and load 2, respectively), is given as

V = (I2 + P) (I2 − ΓP)−1 S. (2.1)

Here, transmission matrix Γ, reflection matrix P, and excitation vector S are re-
spectively given as

Γ = adiag
(
e−γL, e−γL

)
=
[

0 e−γL
e−γL 0

]
,

P = diag (ρ1, ρ2) =
[
ρ1 0
0 ρ2

]
and

S =
[
S1
S2

]
=
[
− 1

2 (Vs − ZcIs)e−γxs

1
2 (Vs + ZcIs)e−γ(L−xs)

]
,

where reflection coefficient ρi (i = 1, 2) in P is given as

ρi = Zi − Zc

Zi + Zc
.

2.3 The Modified BLT Equation

Different from the simple network investigated in Sec. 2.2, we increase the complex-
ity of the topology of the network, i.e., one junction and four branches, as shown
in Fig. 2.1b. For simplifying illustration, for branch i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), we denote
the length of branch by Li, the propagation constant by γi, and the characteristic
impedances by Zci. Zi represents the load at the end of branch i. In addition, we
assume that the same excitation source (including Vs and Is) is located on the first
branch, as shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The network of Fig. 2.1b

For the scenarios that TEM is the main mode of wave propagation, the reflection
can then be characterized by TL theory if this mode is dominant through the
junction [30].

Likewise, the matrix representation of frequency responses V = [V1, V2, V3, V4]T
can be obtained as

V = (I4 + P) (I4 − ΓP)−1 S. (2.2)
Here, transmission matrix Γ, reflection matrix P, and excitation vector S are re-
spectively given as

Γ =


ρ(1)e−2γ1L1 T (2)e−(γ1L1+γ2L2) T (3)e−(γ1L1+γ3L3) T (4)e−(γ1L1+γ4L4)

T (1)e−(γ1L1+γ2L2) ρ(2)e−2γ2L2 T (3)e−(γ2L2+γ3L3) T (4)e−(γ2L2+γ4L4)

T (1)e−(γ1L1+γ3L3) T (2)e−(γ2L2+γ3L3) ρ(3)e−2γ3L3 T (4)e−(γ3L3+γ4L4)

T (1)e−(γ1L1+γ4L4) T (2)e−(γ2L2+γ4L4) T (3)e−(γ3L3+γ4L4) ρ(4)e−2γ4L4

 ,

P = diag(ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ρ4) =


ρ1 0 0 0
0 ρ2 0 0
0 0 ρ3 0
0 0 0 ρ4


and

S =


S1
S2
S3
S4

 =


− 1

2 (Vs − ZcIs)e−γ1xs + ρ(1) · 1
2 (Vs + ZcIs)e−γ1(2L1−xs)

T (1) · 1
2 (Vs + ZcIs)e−(γ1(L1−xs)+γ2L2)

T (1) · 1
2 (Vs + ZcIs)e−(γ1(L1−xs)+γ3L3)

T (1) · 1
2 (Vs + ZcIs)e−(γ1(L1−xs)+γ4L4)

 ,
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Figure 2.4: The divided two-junction network. (a) Dividing point; (b) The first
unit with excitation source; and, (c) The second unit with a virtual branch of zero
length;

where ρ(i) and T (i) in Γ represent the reflection coefficient and transmission co-
efficient for branch i at the junction (note that, the superscript i is the index of
branch), while ρi in P denotes the reflection coefficient at load Zi.

For any 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, ρ(i) and T (i) can be respectively obtained as

ρ(i) =

(∑
j 6=i Z

−1
cj

)−1
− Zci(∑

j 6=i Z
−1
cj

)−1
+ Zci

and T (i) = 1 + ρ(i), (2.3)

and ρi is given as

ρi = Zi − Zci

Zi + Zci
.

2.4 Unit-Based Calculation Method

In light of the above, in this section, we generalize the network to the case with
multiple junctions, and develop a unit-based calculation method (where the whole
network is divided into consecutive parts and then solved stepwise) for calculating
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the frequency responses of loads in such networks. Here, an example network with
two junctions and four branches is considered (as shown in Fig. 2.1c). Without loss
of generality, it is assumed that the lengths of branches Li, propagation constants γi,
characteristic impedances Zci and load impedances Zi are distinct for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The length of the line between two junctions is Lc. As shown in Fig. 2.1c, the
excitation source is still located on the first branch.

The unit-based calculation method can be summarized as follows:

1. The original network is first decomposed into two single-junction network
units, as shown in Fig. 2.4. With the cut at the second junction, the equivalent
loads in two units are labeled as 3′ and 2′, respectively. Note that, a virtual
branch of zero length is added to the second junction, to maintain the network
structure. For the single-junction network shown in Fig. 2.4b, the reflection
coefficient at load 3′ is corrected, and then we use the modified BLT equation
(2.2) to solve the load responses.

2. Subsequently, following the transfer direction of power, the power absorbed
by load 3′ is treated as the excitation source of the second single-junction
network, which is then used to compute the load responses in the second
unit.

In this method, it is clear that the reflection coefficients at the equivalent loads
play an important role. More exactly, regarding the first unit, reflection coefficient
ρ3′ at load 3′, which is termed as the corrected reflection coefficient, is derived (in
Paper [1]) as

ρ3′ = (T2 − 1) + T2T
(3)
2

A

(
1−

(
T

(3)
2
A

+ T
(4)
2
B

)) + T2T
(4)
2

B

(
1−

(
T

(3)
2
A

+ T
(4)
2
B

)) ,

where A = 1 + 1
ρ3e−2γ3L3

, B = 1 + 1
ρ4e−2γ4L4

, and T2, T (3)
2 , T (4)

2 are the trans-
mission coefficients at the second junction for the connected line and two branches.
Note that, the subscript represents the junction index and the superscript is the
branch index for the given junction index.

Without loss of generality, for the junction with N + 1 branches, as shown
in Fig. 2.5, given T as the transmission coefficient for the connected line at the
junction, the corrected reflection coefficient is

ρ′ = (T−1)+
T

(
T (1)

A1
+ T (2)

A2
+ . . .+ T (N)

AN

)
1−

(
T (1)

A1
+ T (2)

A2
+ . . .+ T (N)

AN

) = T

(
1−

N∑
i=1

T (i)

Ai

)−1

−1 = T ′−1,
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Figure 2.5: Single-junction network with N + 1 branches.Vs
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Figure 2.6: The second unit of the network. (a) The second unit with equivalent
excitation source; and, (b) Deformation of the second unit;

where Ai = 1+ 1
ρie−2γiLi

, and T (i) represents the transmission coefficient for branch

i. Here, T ′ is regarded as the corrected transmission coefficient.

For the second unit, let the frequency response of load 3′, written as V3′ , be the
excitation source, as shown in Fig. 2.6a. As stated in the summary of this method,
the length of the virtual branch, where V3′ is located, is assumed to be zero, and
hence the distance between V3′ and left terminal is 0. Furthermore, a virtual load,
Z2′ = 0, is added, as shown in Fig. 2.6b. In this case, reflection coefficient ρ2′ is
obtained as −1. Then, the frequency responses of all loads in the second unit can
be similarly calculated, based on the modified BLT equation.
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Figure 2.7: Tree structure of the network shown in Fig. 2.1e.

2.5 Algorithm

Based on the modified BLT equation and the unit-based calculation method, we
develop an algorithm which is applicable for any tree-structured network (e.g., see
Fig. 2.1e and Fig. 2.1f), for effectively computing frequency responses of loads.

For the complex network shown in Fig. 2.1e, the network topology can be re-
organized in a tree structure, as shown in Fig. 2.7. The junction that connects to
the excitation source is set to be the root node of the tree. Given the knowledge of
all load impedances, lengths of lines, junctions and excitation source, the key idea
of the proposed algorithm consists of the following two phases, and the flow chart
with respect to n-layer tree is illustrated in Fig. 2.8.

1. Phase I (bottom to top): the reflection coefficient at junctions on the upper
layer is recursively corrected, until reaching the root;

2. Phase II (top to bottom): with all corrected reflection coefficients, the fre-
quency responses of the associated child nodes are computed backwardly in
a recursive way, until touching the bottom layer.
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Begin

Set i = n - 1
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i < 2
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End
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Figure 2.8: Flow chart of the algorithm.

2.6 Results Validation

Here, the results by commercial software EMEC, which is developed based on EMT
and method of moment [44], are taken as reference. We sweep the frequency of the
excitation source from 0 to 200 MHz. Other key parameters for configuring the
networks can be found in Paper [1]. The comparison between the calculated
results by the proposed algorithm (represented by solid curves) and by EMEC
(represented by dashed curves) are shown in Fig. 2.9 – Fig. 2.14.

Results demonstrate that, the frequency responses from the algorithm and
EMEC coincide very well (the maximum difference found, for any of the given
frequencies in any of the networks studied here, is less than 5%). This agreement
shows the validity of the proposed method in terms of precision. It is worth not-
ing that, in Paper [1], the frequency band is 20 MHz, and here it is updated
to 200 MHz. However, the method is validated for at least 2 GHz. The current
frequency band 200 MHz is only for a better illustration.

From the simulations, we notice that, the frequency responses of loads emerge in
a periodical way within the frequency range (from 0 to 200 MHz). This interesting
observation is left to the subsequent chapter for further investigation.
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Fig. 2.1a. Method presented here; and, EMEC;
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Figure 2.11: Calculation results of Load 1 and Load 4 in the network shown in
Fig. 2.1c. Method presented here; and, EMEC;
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Figure 2.12: Calculation results of Load 1 and Load 10 in the network shown in
Fig. 2.1d. Method presented here; and, EMEC;
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Figure 2.13: Calculation results of Load 1 and Load 13 in the network shown in
Fig. 2.1e. Method presented here; and, EMEC;
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Figure 2.14: Calculation results of Load 1 and Load 14 in the network shown in
Fig. 2.1f. Method presented here; and, EMEC;
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2.7 Summary

In this chapter, based on the classic BLT equation, a modified BLT equation and a
numerical method are developed to deal with complex networks, i.e., networks with
multiple junctions and/or branches. Moreover, a generic and efficient algorithm
is proposed for computing the frequency responses of loads in complex networks,
and its feasibility in terms of precision is validated via the graphical interface based
EMEC software.

Compared to the classic BLT equation and other existing methods, our proposed
algorithm exhibits huge advantages in low computational complexity and high accu-
racy. That is, thanks to the application of the “divide-and-conquer” principle, the
iterative computation is performed to avoid using large-size super matrices. One
can refer to the complexity analysis presented in Paper [1] for details. However,
it is worth mentioning that, our method is only feasible for networks that can be
reorganized in tree structures.

Furthermore, the periodicity of frequency responses is revealed in the simulation,
which will be investigated in the following chapter.





Chapter 3

Periodicity of Frequency Response
of Load in Networks

3.1 Introduction

The periodicity of frequency responses of loads in different networks has been exhib-
ited in Chapter 2. In this chapter, the reason for the periodic characteristic and
related factors are explored. The aim of this research is to strengthen the vulner-
ability analysis of critical loads and improve the corresponding protection method.
Based on the premise that time-harmonic EM waves propagate along a TL, through
two categories of loads, i.e., frequency-independent load and frequency-dependent
load, the frequency responses of the loads are studied. We derive the periodic char-
acteristics of load responses, which are subsequently verified by simulations. The
investigation of periodicity provides important insights for the system protection
against disturbance signals with wide bands. However, it is worth mentioning that,
the derivation for periodicity is not applicable when the medium between cable
conductors is intermediately or significantly lossy.

3.2 Frequency-Independent Load

In the subsequent analysis, we look at a single TL without junctions or extra
branches, as shown in Fig. 2.1a. Here, the impedances of the two loads, i.e., Z1 and
Z2, are assumed to be resistive constants. Based on the BLT equation in (2.1), we
have 

V1 = 1 + ρ1

1− ρ1ρ2e−2γL

(
c1e−γxs + c2ρ2e−γ(2L−xs)

)
V2 = 1 + ρ2

1− ρ1ρ2e−2γL

(
c1ρ1e−γxs + c2e−γ(2L−xs)

) , (3.1)

where c1 = − 1
2 (Vs − ZcIs) and c2 = 1

2 (Vs + ZcIs). The frequency responses Vi
(i = 1, 2) are complex, consisting of both amplitude |Vi| and phase φVi

. Here, we
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assume that Vi is time harmonic, i.e., Vi = |Vi|∠φVi = |Vi|eφVi . In what follows,
the periodicity of frequency response with respect to the amplitude and phase will
be analyzed, respectively.

Periodicity of Amplitude

Let α and β denote the attenuation constant and the phase constant, respectively.
The complex-valued propagation constant is given as γ = α + jβ. For lossless
medium, α = 0 and β = 2πf

v , with respect to frequency f and wave velocity v [45].
The derivation in Paper [2] shows that

|V1| = |1 + ρ1| ·

√√√√c21 + c22ρ
2
2 + 2c1c2ρ2 cos

(
4π(L−xs)

v f
)

1 + ρ2
1ρ

2
2 − 2ρ1ρ2 cos

( 4πL
v f

) . (3.2)

It is evident that |V1| in (3.2) is periodic with respect to f , due to terms
cos
(

4π(L−xs)
v f

)
and cos

( 4πL
v f

)
. Treating |V1| as a function of f , i.e., |V1(f)|,

and assuming that ∆fa is the period, we have

|V1(f)| = |V1(f + ∆fa)|.

According to the periodic characteristic of cosine function, one can find positive
integers k1 and k2 such that

4π (L− xs)
v

·∆fa = 2k1π

4πL
v
·∆fa = 2k2π

, (L > xs > 0) . (3.3)

Here, we assume that xs and L are both rational. According to [46], any rational
number can be interpreted as an irreducible fraction. That is, there is a unique
coprime integer pair (k̃2, k̃1) for k2 and k1 that makes

L

L− xs
= k2

k1
= k̃2

k̃1
. (3.4)

Due to the uniqueness of coprime integer pair (k̃2, k̃1) with k̃2 > k̃1, it is easy
to derive that

∆fa = v

2Lk̃2 or ∆fa = v

2(L− xs)
k̃1. (3.5)

Likewise, the periodicity of |V2| can also be demonstrated. From (3.1) and (3.2),
it is clear that, |V1| and |V2| have the identical period in terms of f .
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Periodicity of Phase

Regarding φV1 (refer to Paper [2] for detailed derivation), from (3.1), we have

φV1 = atan2

−G1 sin
(

2πfxs

v

)
−G2 sin

(
2πf (2L− xs)

v

)
,

H1 cos
(

2πfxs

v

)
+H2 cos

(
2πf (2L− xs)

v

)
 , (3.6)

where atan2 (∗, ∗) denotes the four-quadrant inverse tangent of two arguments [47],
and G1, G2, H1 and H2 are respectively given by

G1 , c1 + c2ρ1ρ
2
2

G2 , c2ρ2 + c1ρ1ρ2

H1 , c1 − c2ρ1ρ
2
2

H2 , c2ρ2 − c1ρ1ρ2

.

According to the property of atan2 (∗, ∗), given any real x and y, we have for
any k > 0 that

atan2 (y, x) = atan2 (ky, kx) . (3.7)

Without loss of generality, we assume that there exists period ∆fp and certain
positive scalar k, such that

2∑
i=1

Gi sin (ζif) = k

2∑
i=1

Gi sin (ζi (f + ∆fp))

2∑
i=1

Hi cos (ζif) = k

2∑
i=1

Hi cos (ζi (f + ∆fp))

, (3.8)

where ζ1 = 2πxs
v and ζ2 = 2π(2L−xs)

v are used for notational simplicity. Applying
sum formulas for sine and cosine functions, (3.8) can be equivalently written as

2∑
i=1

Gi (k cos (ζi∆fp)− 1) sin (ζif) + k

2∑
i=1

Gi sin (ζi∆fp) cos (ζif) = 0

2∑
i=1

Hi (k cos (ζi∆fp)− 1) cos (ζif)− k
2∑
i=1

Hi sin (ζi∆fp) sin (ζif) = 0

. (3.9)

Based on the assumption of periodicity, we notice that (3.9) should hold for all f .
In this case, the following conditions, i.e., k cos (ζi∆fp)−1 = 0 and sin (ζi∆fp) = 0,
need to be satisfied for both i = 1 and i = 2, which immediately gives k = 1. Thus,
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Table 3.1: Parameters for the network shown in Fig. 2.1a.

Parameter Z1, Z2 L xs Vs Is Zc v

Value 100 W 10 m 1 m 100 V 0 A 50 W 2 × 108 m/s

it is then easy to obtain that, there always exist positive integers m1 and m2 that
give 

2m1π = ζ1∆fp = 2πxs

v
∆fp

2m2π = ζ2∆fp = 2π (2L− xs)
v

∆fp

.

Finally, following the same trick in deriving the periodicity for amplitude, we can
obtain that, for coprime integer pair (m̃1, m̃2) with m̃2 > m̃1, period ∆fp is given
as

∆fp = v

xs
m̃1 or ∆fp = v

2L− xs
m̃2. (3.10)

Similarly, the periodicity of φV2 can be obtained in the same way, and it shares
the identical period with φV1 in terms of f .

Periodicity Validation
In this subsection, we validate the derived periodicity for both the amplitude and
phase. For the example network in Fig. 2.1a, the parameters are summarized in
Table. 3.1.

By (3.5) and (3.10), we can obtain ∆fa = 100 MHz (k̃1 = 9, k̃2 = 10), and
∆fp = 200 MHz (m̃1 = 1, m̃2 = 19). For the simulated results, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.1, it can be seen that, load 1 and load 2 have the same period with respect
to amplitude (100 MHz) or phase (200 MHz). This observation coincides with the
derived results.

Technically, the periodicity in terms of f always exists in general networks with
frequency-independent loads. The reason behind is that, periods ∆fa and ∆fp
depend on the following factors: length of line L, location of excitation source xs,
and wave velocity v.

3.3 Frequency-Dependent Load

For the frequency-dependent load, load impedance Zi (i = 1, 2) can be written as
Zi (f) = |Zi (f) |∠φZi

(f), where magnitude |Zi (f) | and phase ∠φZi
(f) vary with

frequency f . Still, we work on the network shown in Fig. 2.1a. For simplification, we
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of frequency responses V1 and V2 by (3.1) for the network
in Fig. 2.1a, with parameters xs = 1 m and L = 10 m. (a) frequency response V1
(i.e., |V1| and φV1); and, (b) frequency response V2 (i.e., |V2| and φV2);

assume that Z1 is frequency-dependent, while Z2 is constant. From the perspectives
of |Z1 (f) | and φZ1 (f), we study the impacts of Z1 on V2.

Note that, both |Z1 (f) | and φZ1 (f) are treated as functions of f . One is studied
by keeping the other fixed, e.g., we assume that φZ1 is constant when |Z1 (f) | is
under investigation. Without loss of generality, we consider three typical cases for
load 2, i.e., resistive, inductive and capacitive, respectively. That is, a full complex
load is ignored but does not make a problem for the method.

Impact of Magnitude

The impacts of |Z1| on |V2| and φV2 are illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where 0 ≤ |Z1| ≤
1000 W, φZ1 = 0, |Z2| = 100 W, and φZ2 = 0, π3 or −π3 .

As shown in Fig. 3.2a, for all groups, i.e., resistive, inductive, and capacitive
Z2, given any fixed |Z1|, it is easy to see the periodicity of |V2| with respect to f .
Furthermore, we notice that, when |Z1| grows, |V2| drops from a peak at certain
frequencies, while it climbs up to another peak at other frequencies. The reason
behind is that, when |Z1| grows from 0 to 1000 W, the reflection coefficient ρ1 cor-
respondingly approaches 1 from −1. Regarding |V2|, due to the absolute function,
the peaks may emerge when ρ1 is equal to −1 or approaching 1, i.e., the peak of
|V2| is met when load 1 is short-circuited or almost open-circuited. Besides, when
|Z1| is higher than 50 W (here, the value of Zc), |V2| grows with |Z1|, while it decays
otherwise. With regard to φZ2 , we can see that the values of |V2| for inductive and
capacitive load 2 are similar, while the resistive load 2 yields lower |V2|. For protec-
tion considerations, this finding indicates the benefit of applying resistive-dominant
loads, since the resulting frequency response is relatively limited.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: The frequency response of load 2 varied with |Z1|, given φZ1 = 0: (a)
amplitude |V2|; and, (b) phase φV2 ;
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: The frequency response of load 2 varied with φZ1 , when |Z1| = 100 Ω.
(a) amplitude |V2|; and, (b) phase φV2 ;

The impact of |Z1| on φV2 is shown in Fig. 3.2b. Generally, the periodic tendency
of φV2 can be seen with respect to f , which coincides with our claim regarding the
periodicity of phase. It also indicates that, across the (f, |Z1|)-plane, φV2 is less
influenced by |Z1| and φZ2 , compared to |V2|.

Impact of Phase
The impact of φZ1 on V2 is shown in Fig. 3.3. In this case, it is assumed that
|Z1| = |Z2| = 100 W, −π2 ≤ φZ1 ≤ π

2 , and φZ2 = 0, π3 , or −
π
3 .
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Fig. 3.3a depicts the impact of φZ1 on |V2|. For all groups in terms of φZ2 , we
can see that |V2| roughly displays a saddle shape with respect to φZ1 , where the
maximum values of |V2| are obtained at φZ1 = π

2 or −π2 . More exactly, if load 2
is inductive, the maximum |V2| is achieved at π

2 . However, if load 2 is capacitive,
the maximum |V2| is achieved at −π2 . Furthermore, the resulting |V2| with resistive
load 2 is much lower and flatter than that with inductive or capacitive load 2, which
is similar to the observation from Fig. 3.2a.

In Fig. 3.3b, the impact of φZ1 on φV2 is shown. When φZ1 increases from −π2
to π

2 , we can see that φV2 grows at some particular frequencies, while it decays at
other frequencies. In addition, from resistive to inductive load 2 (or to capacitive
load 2), there is an offset for the pattern of φV2 along the frequency axis.

3.4 Discussion of Media

By EM theory, attenuation constant α and phase constant β that jointly char-
acterize the propagation constant, i.e., γ = α + jβ, of the medium are given as
follows [45]: 

α = ω

√
µε

2

(√
1 +

( σ
ωε

)2
− 1
) 1

2

β = ω

√
µε

2

(√
1 +

( σ
ωε

)2
+ 1
) 1

2
, (3.11)

where ω is the angular frequency, ε, µ and σ denote the permittivity, permeability
and conductivity of the medium, respectively.

In what follows, we consider three specific cases, i.e., lossless, low-loss and sig-
nificantly lossy media. Otherwise, when the medium between conductors is inter-
mediately lossy, α and β is still expressed by (3.11).

• Lossless Medium: it is pure dielectric, i.e., the conductivity of the medium
σ = 0, we have

α = 0 and β = ω
√
µε = 2πf

v
. (3.12)

• Low-Loss Medium: it is lossy but can be considered as good dielectric, i.e.,
σ
ωε � 1, then we have

α ≈ σ

2

√
µ

ε
and β ≈ ω√µε = 2πf

v
. (3.13)

Although α is frequency independent here and is not zero in the strict sense,
it is commonly treated as α ≈ 0 in practice when low-loss medium is applied.
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• Significantly Lossy Medium: it is lossy and can be considered as good con-
ductor ( σωε � 1), and we have

α = β ≈
√
πµσf,

In realistic applications, lossless and low-loss media can be merged into the cat-
egory of wide-sense lossless media, since α and β for both cases follow (3.12). Note
that, the voltage pulse exists dominantly between the conductors (i.e., in the dielec-
tric), due to the differential mode of injection of the disturbance and dimensions
of “the cables” (e.g., two-parallel-wire line or coaxial cable), this material is most
probably a “good dielectric”, rather than a “good conductor”.

Case of Wide-Sense Lossless Media

In this case, i.e., for pure and good dielectric, one can refer to Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3
regarding the periodicity of frequency responses of loads.

Case of Significantly Lossy Medium

Since the medium is significantly lossy, we can see that α ≈
√
πµσf depends on f .

Thus, taking V1 in (3.1) as an example, we perform the variable substitution, i.e.,
γ = (1 + j)

√
πµσf , then we obtain

V1 (f)=
(1+ρ1)

(
h1 (f)e−jxs

√
πµσf+h2 (f)e−j(2L−xs)

√
πµσf

)
1− h3 (f) e−j2L

√
πµσf

as a function of f , where
h1 (f) , c1e−xs

√
πµσf

h2 (f) , c2ρ2e−(2L−xs)
√
πµσf

h3 (f) , ρ1ρ2e−2L
√
πµσf

.

Clearly, there exist no periods for h1(f), h2 (f) and h3 (f) with respect to f .

Case of Intermediately Lossy Medium

In this case, the attenuation constant α as a function of f is not negligible. Thus,
similar to the case of significantly lossy medium, the periodicity does not hold,
either.

In light of above, from the amplitude or phase perspective, the periodicity re-
vealed for wide-sense lossless media disappears if the medium becomes intermedi-
ately or even significantly lossy, which is as could be expected when the attenuation
constant α is not negligible.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, the periodicity of frequency responses in the frequency domain for
frequency-independent and frequency-dependent loads are studied. Results show
that, for lossless and low-loss media between conductors, the frequency responses of
loads are periodic, and the resulting period depends on the length of line, the loca-
tion of excitation source, and the velocity of signal propagation along the line. The
periodicity provides an important insight for protecting loads in networks. That is,
it mainly needs to analyze the frequency response within one period, rather than
over the whole spectrum. Besides, if the frequency response is above the given
threshold at a certain frequency, it is worth noting that the damage can be resulted
at other frequencies, according to the periodicity. This finding is crucial for strong
protections within given frequency band. However, if the medium between conduc-
tors is intermediately or significantly lossy, the periodicity of frequency responses
disappears.



Chapter 4

Impact Evaluation of Network
Configurations on Loads by
Time-Domain Norms

4.1 Introduction

It is known that, conducted disturbances can propagate in a network and reach
the terminals, and the resulting (potential) damage to the loads depend on many
factors, e.g., load impedances, lengths of lines and parameters of the disturbance
source. In this chapter, we study the impacts of above factors on the loads in a
power-line network with a UWB transient as the disturbance source.

For impact evaluations, five common but important norms (e.g., characterizing
the dielectric breakdown, heating effects, etc) have been proposed in [48]. Following
the definitions in [48], let V (t) denote the load voltage, then the five norms to assess
the impact on loads are respectively given as follows:

(a) Time-domain peak: Q1 , sup0<t<∞ |V (t) |

(b) Total signal energy: Q2 ,
∫∞

0 |V (t) |2dt

(c) Peak signal power: Q3 , sup0<t<∞ |V (t) |2

(d) Peak time rate of change: Q4 , sup0<t<∞
∣∣ d

dtV (t)
∣∣

(e) Peak time integral of the pulse: Q5 , sup0<t<∞
∫ t

0 V (t)dt

4.2 General Results via the Five Norms

Throughout this chapter, the power-line network (noting that, it is not limited to
power-line network, and could be any galvanic network), as shown in Fig. 4.1, is

35
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Figure 4.1: Example of a power-line network.

Table 4.1: Parameters in the model.

Parameter Value
Z1, Z2 100 Ω
|Z3| 1− 1000 Ω
φZ3 −π/2− π/2 rad
Zc 50 Ω

Lc, L0, L1, L2, L3 30 m

considered for investigation, where the UWB transient is injected from the left-most
port, and three loads are attached to the rest ports. We first assume that load 1
and load 2 are resistive constants and load 3 is complex-valued. Additionally, load 3
is time-independent and also not dependent on the amplitude of the signal. Let
Z3 = R3 ± jX3 = |Z3|∠φZ3 be the impedance of load 3. Here, we select load 3
as the “targeted load” and study its response. For simplicity, we first assume
identical lengths for all power lines, i.e., L0 = L1 = L2 = L3 = Lc, and identical
characteristic parameter Zc for all branches (e.g., same type of cable). The key
parameters of the network are summarized in Table 4.1.

A double exponential UWB transient is used for characterizing the disturbance
source, which is given as

Vs(t) = V0
(
e−α0t − e−β0t

)
· u (t) , (4.1)

where V0 = V0 (α0, β0) denotes the amplitude amplifier, and α0 and β0 relate to
the FWHM time tfwhm and rise time tr (10% to 90% of peak), respectively. u (t)
is the step function, to ensure Vs(t) = 0, at t < 0. Here, as an example, the UWB
waveform with respect to parameters V0 = 1 kV, α0 = 109 s−1 and β0 = 1010 s−1

is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, for the following calculations and analyses.
The calculation process is summarized as follows: for the UWB transient in

the time domain, FFT is used for transferring the time-domain disturbance to
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Figure 4.2: The time-domain waveform of the UWB transient, for A0 = 1 kV,
α0 = 109 s−1 and β0 = 1010 s−1.

the characterization in the frequency domain. Then, we compute the frequency
responses of loads via the method introduced in Chapter 2. To perform the impact
analysis in the time domain, the obtained frequency responses are processed via the
IFFT.

The results of load 3 (in the format of Z3 = |Z3|∠φZ3) with respect to the five
norms are shown in Fig. 4.3 that:

1. Generally, for Fig. 4.3a to 4.3d, the norms exhibit a similar pattern, while
slight differences mainly occur in the low-impedance region, i.e., |Z3| 6 300 Ω.
Clearly, the gradient at different phases (see from inductive to capacitive) is
different when increasing the magnitude of the impedance. We notice that,
the dominantly inductive load with certain magnitudes may suffer the most
from the conducted UWB transient, while the load is less affected by the
IEMI if it is mainly resistive (i.e., φZ3 ≈ 0) or dominantly capacitive.

2. In Fig. 4.3e, given any phase, the norm monotonically increases with the
magnitude, and the increment is roughly independent of the phase.

In light of the above, it is revealed that, increasing the resistive attribute of
the targeted load and at the same time, decreasing the magnitude are beneficial to
largely mitigate the impact of the IEMI. Moreover, the attribute of the load, i.e.,
capacitive, resistive, or inductive, affects the norms with different extents. Note
that, the results of the five norms only show the tendency, which vary with the
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Figure 4.3: General results using the five norms described above, in the form of
|Z3|∠φZ3 .

magnitude and phase of load impedance. When it comes to failure analysis, the
results of the five norms need to be compared with the norms related to the failure
levels.

4.3 Load Impedance

To study the impact of load impedance, load 1, load 2 or load 3 is sequentially
assumed to be complex-valued, while the remaining two are fixed to 100 Ω.

Here, we focus on the maximum values of norms for the targeted load, i.e.,
load 3, which are shown in Fig. 4.4. In general, if load 3 is complex, the first four
norms have higher values, compared to other two cases, while the last norm has a
constant value. This finding indicates that, the targeted load is significantly more
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Figure 4.4: The maximum values of the five norms, when changing the position of
the complex load.

affected when varying its magnitude or phase (if at the same time load 1 and load 2
are dominantly real-valued).

4.4 Lengths of Lines

In this section, we study the impact of the lengths of power lines, which has been
partially revealed in Chapter 3, i.e., the lengths of the different lines is an impor-
tant factor affecting the periodicity of frequency response of load.

Let l be the identical length for all power lines, i.e., Lc = L0 = L1 = L2 =
L3 = l. Taking l = 30 m as a reference, the norms with respect to different lengths
of power lines (l = 3, 10 or 100 m) are illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Compared with the
results in Fig. 4.3, for all groups, the overall trends of the five norms shown in
Fig. 4.5 are obviously distinct. More exactly, when l = 3 m, two peaks occur at
φZ3 = ±π2 , respectively. Also, for time-domain peak and peak signal power, we find
that the inductive region has larger values in general than the capacitive region,
while total signal energy and peak time rate of change see an adverse tendency.
Compared to Fig. 4.3, high impedance magnitudes yield smaller values for the
first four norms. When l = 10 m, the norms grow with the magnitude gradually
for any phase, and hence have no peak (unlike that for l = 3 m or the reference
case, i.e., l = 30 m). When l = 100 m, an opposite tendency with respect to
Fig. 4.3 is revealed. That is, the dominantly capacitive load with certain impedance
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(a) 3 m (b) 10 m (c) 100 m

Figure 4.5: Results using the five norms, when the lengths of power lines are 3 m,
10 m, or 100 m, in the form of |Z3|∠φZ3

magnitudes may suffer the most from the IEMI, while the load is less affected by
the IEMI if it is resistive or dominantly inductive.

In what follows, the impact of the length of a single line is studied. Taking
the case of identical lengths for all lines as a reference, for all lines Lc and Li
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3), only one of the lines is doubled each time, sequentially, while keeping
the others to 30 m. The cases in terms of the line for extension are summarized
in Table 4.2. Again, we consider the maximum values of the five norms, which
are illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Total signal energy and peak signal power show obvious
changes for different cases, while the other three norms are less affected by doubling
different lines. The maximum values of Case 3 and Case 6 indicate that, it is
beneficial here to increase L0 or L3 to mitigate the impact of UWB transient on
the targeted load.

From the results above, we know that the lengths of power lines remarkably
influence the five norms for the targeted load. Thus, with respect to certain critical
norm(s), it is crucial to consider the lengths of power lines as a factor in the network
vulnerability analysis.
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Table 4.2: Different cases studied.

Case number Line doubled
1 Reference
2 Lc

3 L0

4 L1

5 L2

6 L3
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Figure 4.6: The maximum values of the five norms, when double the lengths of
power lines.
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Figure 4.7: Different waveforms of the UWB transients in the time domain.

4.5 Parameters of the UWB Source

We know from (4.1) that, V0, α0 and β0 are the three key parameters of the time-
domain UWB transient. To characterize the UWB transient, one important way is
via ratio β0/α0 [26, 49]. Here, keeping V0 and α0, various β0/α0 ranging from 2 to
500 can be obtained by varying β0, and the corresponding time-domain waveforms
are illustrated in Fig. 4.7.

The maximum values of the five norms for the targeted load (i.e., load 3),
against different β0/α0 ratios, are shown in Fig. 4.8. For all norms, the maximum
values increase, as β0/α0 grows (corresponding to shorter rise time). To be more
precise, when β0/α0 is elevated, time-domain peak, total signal energy and peak
time integral of the pulse increase steadily, but slow down as the ratio becomes very
large. However, both peak signal power and peak time rate of change always see
rapid growth. These findings show, as could be expected, the great importance of
investigating the impact of β0/α0 for the UWB transient on the targeted load.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, in terms of the five norms described above, i.e., time-domain peak,
total signal energy, peak signal power, peak time rate of change, and peak time
integral of the pulse, impacts of several factors, including the attribute of load
impedance, lengths of power lines, and the parameters of the UWB transient, on
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Figure 4.8: The maximum values of the five norms, when changing the ratio β0/α0.

the targeted load in a power-line network are studied. Results show that:

• An inductive- or capacitive-dominant load is more likely to be vulnerable to
a UWB transient, while a resistive-dominant load is less affected and at the
same time its impedance magnitude should not be large.

• The β0/α0 ratio for the UWB transient is an important factor affecting the
targeted load in terms of the five norms.

• The lengths of power lines may significantly affect the targeted load in terms
of the five norms, especially for inductive or capacitive loads.

• The susceptibilities with respect to the five norms above are distinct. In
this sense, for the targeted load, the most susceptible norm(s) may be the
bottleneck of the entire system protection, which therefore should be carefully
treated.





Chapter 5

Effect Analysis of Network
Configurations on Loads by
Statistical Approach

5.1 Introduction

Due to some attackers lacking professional knowledge of IEMI, the disturbance
may be randomly injected into a network from an arbitrary available port, such
that the level of potential damage on critical load(s) is uncertain. In this sense, the
conventional deterministic method for analyzing the impact of IEMI in a network is
not straightforwardly applicable. In this chapter, we use statistical methods to do
the investigation. First, we study the receptivity at the targeted load in a network,
where the location of the disturbance is random. Furthermore, we study the effects
of the number of junctions and branches on the frequency response of the targeted
load regarding IEMI.

5.2 Location of IEMI Source

Stochastic Approach for Assessing Receptivity

As an example for studying the receptivity to a critical load, a multi-junction
network is illustrated in Fig. 5.1, where seven ports are distributed in different
zones. Assuming that the critical load is connected to port 7, the disturbance is
injected randomly at any one of other six ports, i.e., port 1 to port 6, and the
rest of the five ports are connected with random loads. [14] indicates that it is
important to evaluate the receptivity from any port to the critical load. Here,
regarding the network shown in Fig. 5.1, the receptivity evaluation for the critical
load (i.e., load 7) is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. By P2, P3 and P4, we denote the
accessing probabilities for Zone 2, 3 and 4, respectively, where P2 + P3 + P4 = 1
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Figure 5.1: A multi-junction network with several ports distributed in different
zones, and the EM disturbance can be injected from any port to attack the critical
load at Port 7.

always holds.
Due to the difficulty of obtaining the receptivity (i.e., transfer function [14]) for

a multi-junction network, the results are presented using CCDFs. The CCDF is
defined as the probability that random variable X exceeds a given x, i.e., F̄X(x) =
P (X > x) [50].

Receptivity of Critical Load
In Chapter 3, it has been shown that, for networks in which the medium between
conductors is lossless or low-loss (as for the insulation in normal power cables),
the frequency response of a frequency-independent load is periodic in the frequency
domain. With the parameters given in Table 5.1, the period of the frequency
response is 20 MHz, as proved in Paper [4]. Thus, in what follows, we only
consider the frequency response within one typical period.

To simulate a more realistic situation, for any load impedance ZL = |ZL|∠φZL ,
we assume that 0 ≤ |ZL| ≤ 1000 W and −π2 ≤ φZL ≤ π

2 . Sweeping the frequency
of the disturbance from 0 to 20 MHz, we focus on the maximum value of the
receptivity of the critical load within this frequency range. With several probability
distributions of P2, P3 and P4 given in Table 5.2 (take case 0 as reference), the curves
of CCDFs are accordingly illustrated in Fig. 5.3, where the receptivity of the critical
load is written as V7/Vs. Note that, the following CCDFs are for the given network
and will change with network configurations, but the conclusions stand yet.
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?

Figure 5.2: Illustration of stochastic disturbance injection, where P2, P3 and P4
denotes probabilities of accessing Zone 2, 3, and 4, respectively, and Port i, 1 ≤ i ≤
6, is the potential port for injection.

Table 5.1: Parameters for the network shown in Fig. 5.1.

Parameter Notation Value
Length of line (connecting adjacent junctions) Lc 15 m

Length of line (branches) Lb 10 m
Voltage of disturbance Vs 100 V

Load impedance ZL 100 W
Characteristic impedance Zc 50 W

Table 5.2: Probability distribution.

P2 P3 P4
Case 0 1/3 1/3 1/3
Case 1 0.1 0.3 0.6
Case 2 0.1 0.6 0.3
Case 3 0.3 0.1 0.6
Case 4 0.3 0.6 0.1
Case 5 0.6 0.1 0.3
Case 6 0.6 0.3 0.1
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Figure 5.3: The CCDFs under the cases in Table 5.2. According to V7/Vs, the
CCDFs are divided into four regions, R1, R2, R3 and R4.

It can be seen that, the CCDFs for all cases are still considerable for V7/Vs ≥ 1,
potentially due to the superposition of incoming waves at the critical load. Accord-
ing to the curves for distinct cases, we can see that:

• The threat by the disturbance can be reduced in probability via enhancing
the access control for Zone 4 (by comparing Case 4, or 6 with Case 0).

• The critical load is still under a huge threat when P2 is large, even if P4 is
small (by comparing Case 5 with Case 0).

• The impact of a “remote” disturbance injection (inject from Zone 2) is not
negligible. Hence, all potential injection positions deserve careful considera-
tions for protection (by comparing Case 2 with Case 5).

Specifically, in Fig. 5.3, we can define four regions, i.e., R1, R2, R3 and R4, to char-
acterize V7/Vs, and the curves of CCDFs within each region are sorted as follows:

R1 : Case 3 > 5 > 1 > 0 > 6 > 2 > 4

R2 : Case 3 > 1 > 5 > 0 > 6 > 2 > 4

R3 : Case 3 > 1 > 5 > 0 > 2 > 6 > 4

R4 : Case 3 > 1 > 5 ≈ 0 ≈ 2 > 6 ≈ 4

Clearly, there are two obvious changes for the sorting order from R1 to R4, as the
underlined case numbers shown above. A common point is revealed by the changes
that, P4 plays a dominant role rather than P2, when the threshold increases.
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Figure 5.4: Different types of networks. (a) three loads with one junction; (b) four
loads with one junction; (c) five or more loads with one junction; (d) four loads
with two junctions; and, (e) five loads with three junctions;

5.3 Network Structures

In this section, considering the network in Fig. 5.4, we investigate the effect of the
number of junctions and branches on the frequency response of the targeted load
(here, load 2) based on statistical analysis. According to the number of junctions,
networks in Fig. 5.4 can be categorized as one-junction networks (Fig. 5.4a, Fig. 5.4b
and Fig. 5.4c) and multi-junction networks (Fig. 5.4d and Fig. 5.4e). In Fig. 5.4c,
N denotes the maximum number of the branches, and Zi denotes the load attached
to the end of branch i (1 ≤ i ≤ N). Here, for simplicity, we assume that the lengths
of lines, propagation constants and characteristic impedances for the networks are
identical, respectively. However, in the method the assumption of identical settings
could be removed if necessary. The network parameters can be found in Paper [2].
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Figure 5.5: Mean value and standard deviation of ∆V2, regarding increasing load 4
(branch 4) in the network shown in Fig. 5.4a. (a) effect of magnitude |Z4|; and, (b)
effect of phase φZ4 ;

Influence Analysis of the Number of Branches
To study the impact of the number of branches, we consider a one-junction network.
The network, with three branches shown in Fig. 5.4a, is compared with the networks
in Fig. 5.4b and Fig. 5.4c, as a baseline. In the analysis, the simulation is performed
1000 times, and in each simulation, 1000 groups of random load impedances are
generated for the networks, thus giving one million test cases/networks which give
statistical reassurance. For complex-valued impedance Zi = |Zi|∠φZi , where 0 ≤
|Zi| ≤ 1 MW, and −π2 ≤ φZi ≤ π

2 , we sweep the frequency of disturbance from
0 to 200 MHz in the simulation, and focus on the maximum values. Let V2 and
V ′2 be the frequency responses of load 2 for networks in Fig. 5.4a and Fig. 5.4b,
respectively. The relative difference of load responses is defined as

∆V2 = |V
′
2 |max − |V2|max

|V2|max
× 100%, (5.1)

where |V ′2 |max and |V2|max represent the corresponding maximum values of load
responses, respectively.

In Fig. 5.5, the mean value E[∆V2] and standard deviation σ[∆V2] as a function
of |Z4| or φZ4 are shown. For E[∆V2], we find that V2 is less affected by |Z4|, while
it is largely affected by φZ4 . Besides, both in Fig. 5.5a and Fig. 5.5b, σ[∆V2] is
evenly distributed within ±10%. In this sense, the phase of load 4 is the dominant
factor affecting the frequency response of load 2.

Based on Fig. 5.5, an extensive study, regarding the number of branches, is
shown in Fig. 5.6, where the increased number of branches varies from 1 to 7. We
can see that, when the number of branches grow, the curves have similar feature
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Figure 5.8: Mean value of ∆V2, regarding increasing the number of junctions in
the network shown in Fig. 5.4a. (a) effect of magnitude of increased load; and, (b)
effect of phase of increased load;

and the overall trend goes down. Furthermore, in Fig. 5.6b, all curves exhibit the U-
shape, indicating that resistive-dominant loads help reduce the frequency response
of load 2 (as also noted in Chapter 4 (Paper [3])). For E[∆V2] at φZ4 = 0, a
curve fit of these points with respect to the added number of branches is illustrated
in Fig. 5.7, which follows a power function

g(b) = p · bd + q,

where p = 191, q = −96.9, d = −0.669. In light of the power function above, we
are able to predict E[∆V2] for any given increased number of branches.

Influence Analysis of the Number of Junctions

The one-junction network in Fig. 5.4a, as a reference, is used to study the impact of
the number of junctions, referring to the multi-junction networks in Fig. 5.4d and
Fig. 5.4e. Here, we similarly denote by |V2|max and |V ′2 |max the frequency responses
of load 2 in the one-junction reference and the multi-junction network, respectively,
and ∆V2 follows the definition in (5.1). Using the same statistical approach, the
obtained E[∆V2] against the magnitude and the phase of the increased load are
illustrated in Fig. 5.8. It can be seen that, the relative difference decreases when
adding more junctions, which is similar to the cases of adding more branches. This
finding is consistent with the conclusion in the published work [30], that the energy
is just redistributed amongst all the branches and loads in the network. Further-
more, compared to the method of increasing the number of branches, increasing
the (same) number of junctions is more efficient to reduce V2.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, the receptivity of the critical load in a multi-junction network
is analyzed via statistical methods, i.e., CCDF, and the impact of increasing the
number of branches or junctions on the load response is also investigated. Results
show that:

• The “remote” disturbance injection may still be significantly detrimental for
the targeted load, when the accessing probability of this “remote” zone is
large enough.

• The accessibility (related to probability of accessing zones) and the suscep-
tibility (related to the receptivity and tolerance threshold) need careful con-
siderations, jointly.

• To decrease the load responses caused by the disturbance, increasing the
number of junctions is more efficient, compared to increasing the number of
branches.

• To mitigate the potential damages, it is beneficial to have resistive-dominant
loads in the network.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we mainly aim to investigate the impacts of IEMI on targeted loads
in complex networks. To obtain the frequency responses of IEMI at loads, it is well
known in the EMC community that the BLT equation is a common and powerful
tool for the computation. However, the conventional BLT equation is unprecedent-
edly challenged, when it is applied to networks that tend to be more complex, e.g.,
more branches and/or junctions, and other existing methods are either relatively
inefficient or inaccurate. To address the challenges, a novel and generic method was
presented for solving frequency responses in Chapter 2. Based on the modified
BLT equation, the proposed method computes the frequency response in a recursive
manner, where the whole complex network is treated as an equivalent composition
of multiple units. We showed that, our method applies the “divide-and-conquer”
principle, which not only significantly reduces the computation complexity, but also
precisely calculates the frequency responses of loads in networks with any struc-
ture, simultaneously. Thus, the developed method is a key enabler for the following
analysis on IEMI in networks with arbitrary structures.

Then, departing from the potential features of resulting frequency responses by
IEMI, we in Chapter 3 mainly explored the periodic characteristic of the load
response in the frequency domain. We showed that, when the medium between
conductors is lossless or low-loss, there exists periodicity for frequency responses of
loads, which is related to the length of the line, the location of excitation source,
and the velocity of signal propagation along the line. However, the periodicity
disappears when having the intermediately or significantly lossy medium between
conductors. The revealed periodicity is of great importance for network protection
and maintenance, i.e., it provides the beneficial insight that one should be aware of
the potential damage caused by the IEMI signal at other detrimental frequencies,
due to this periodicity.

Subsequently, in Chapter 4, we particularly considered a UWB transient as the
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disturbance source, and thoroughly investigated its impacts on the targeted load in
terms of five critical norms, i.e., time-domain peak, total signal energy, peak signal
power, peak time rate of change, and peak time integral of the pulse. Besides,
we studied the effects of IEMI with respect to different network configurations,
including load impedance, lengths of power lines, and parameters of the UWB
transient. We showed that, to mitigate the detrimental effects by UWB, resistive-
dominant loads with a smaller magnitude of impedance are preferable. Besides,
the lengths of lines and the β0/α0 ratio for the UWB transient are both important
factors in terms of different norms. Note that, for networks with diverse load
impedances, susceptibilities with respect to all five norms may be definitely distinct.
Thus, one important insight provided by our research is that, the most susceptible
norm(s) for the targeted load should be carefully considered for the overall network
protection.

Finally, considering the fact that the IEMI signal may be randomly injected into
the network from an arbitrary port, it is difficult to assess the potential threat to
the critical load(s) in a deterministic manner. Therefore, in Chapter 5, statistical
methods, i.e., CCDF, mean value and standard deviation, were performed to inves-
tigate the receptivity at the targeted load in a network, and the effects of network
structures on loads. It is shown that, counter-intuitively, the “distant” disturbance
injection may be significantly detrimental, as long as the accessing probability of the
associated “remote” zone is sufficiently large. Our results also demonstrate that,
the accessibility of zones and the susceptibility of critical loads in networks require
a joint treatment. Furthermore, based on the analysis of network structures, sev-
eral measures to efficiently mitigate the potential damages are recommended, i.e.,
increasing the number of junctions or using resistive-dominant loads in the network.

6.2 Future Work

As a continuation of this thesis, future work can be summarized as follows:

• In this thesis, the numerical method for network simulation has been verified
by commercial software EMEC. In future work, validation against measure-
ments for real and complex networks regarding the analyses in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5 will be performed.

• This thesis mainly investigated conducted disturbance. However, to form a
systematic analysis method, radiated disturbance, which is also as an impor-
tant category of EM disturbance, will be involved in the study.

• Moreover, with the rapid proliferation of wireless devices in modern society,
the frequency responses of wireless loads in networks will also be investigated.

• To analyze networks with wire and wireless sources and loads, the calculation
method needs to be updated.
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• The proposed method in this thesis for calculating frequency responses of
loads in networks has a limitation that the networks need to be tree-structured.
In the future, more type of network structures, e.g., with loops, will be inves-
tigated.
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